
IN CLASS ON OUR  
SCHOOL GROUNDS

REPRESENTING OUR  
SCHOOL COMMUNITY

ONLINE AND DIGITAL 
COMMUNICATION

Respect  
for Self

I Will:

- Be on time for class and 
prepared  for learning

- Listen actively, ask relevant 
questions, reflect on my 
learning

- Try MY best

- Care for school property.

I Will:

- Wear the correct uniform 
(including my hat)

- Play safely and be polite

- Use appropriate language and 
behaviour.

I Will:

- Be positive and polite

- Wear my uniform correctly

- Be aware that I represent 
the school community and 
my behaviour reflects on that 
community.

I Will:

- Stay on teacher directed tasks 
in class

- Use my school laptop for 
educational purposes

- Take care of my school laptop

- Regularly check school emails

- Keep my mobile phone in a 
secure place and use it only 
with teacher direction.

Respect  
for Others

I Will: 

- Allow others the opportunity to 
learn

- Use appropriate language  and 
behaviour 

- Value the ideas and opinions of 
others

- Care for the property of others.

I Will:

- Include everyone and be 
mindful of anyone who is left 
out

- Play safely and not make 
physical contact with others

- Line up and wait my turn

- Remember that we are a 
family.

I Will:

- Follow the instructions of the 
teacher

- Help those in need.

I Will:

- Communicate appropriately 
with others

- Not share images of others at 
school 

- Communicate respectfully and 
promptly with students and 
teachers.

Respect 
for Space

I Will:

- Care for our resources and 
facilities

- Use equipment appropriately

- Follow subject specific safety 
rules

- Keep the classroom clean.

I Will:

- Look after school property

- Use bins correctly.

I Will:

- Leave the spaces and places 
that I enter as I found them or 
BETTER!

I Will:

- Be a responsible digital citizen

- Care for my school device 
appropriately.

Behaviour Matrix
LET YOUR LIGHT SHINEYOUR LIGHT

LET
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